Your Relevance Workshop Selections

Dance to Words: Body at the Intersection of Feeling and Naming

Get up, get down, feel around. We need experience before we write it down. This workshop explores authentic connections between Language Arts and the domains of creative dance and somatics. This is an experiential, immersive workshop. We will MOVE. *All movers welcome, no prior dance experience necessary, appropriate for all levels.*

The Amazing A+ Race

Enjoy hands-on learning? Need a FUN review activity for your students? Experience an AMAZING RACE, game-based workshop designed to fully utilize the A+ Essentials, Multiple Intelligences, and Oklahoma Academic Standards! Receive a template to integrate your own math, science, art, vocabulary, language, music, drama, history, creativity, collaboration, and assessment in this fun and active workshop! *Appropriate for all experience levels and ages.*

Hidden Heroes: Up Close and from a Distance

Do you need ideas for how to authentically value and sustain diverse students in your classroom? Are you looking to creatively incorporate the experiences of others into your curricula? Leave this workshop with practical ideas and resources for your classroom community, no matter the subject. *Appropriate for all experience levels, 3rd to 12th grades.*
Finding Your Voice through the Blues

Do you have the arts integration blues? Writing music can be easy and fun for you and your students even if you’ve never done it before! Join this workshop that explores the 12 Bar Blues and how to find your voice through collaborative writing. *Appropriate for all experience levels and ages.*

Percussion Play

Join us for an experiential hour of sound play and inquiry-based music exploration! Experience how instructors integrate sound and percussion across literacy, math, science, and social studies. You will construct your own connections, play in a drum circle, and create music integrative lessons! *Appropriate for all experience levels and ages.*

Writing Process Activities - A+ Greatest Hits

Come to this workshop ready to engage and enjoy! Writing should be fun and fulfilling as well as authentically teaching its skills, standards, and processes. These are a few of our favorites collected across our twenty-year history. *Appropriate for all experience levels and ages.*

Space Invaders for STEAM

Do you ever wonder about the secrets of the night sky? Do you find yourself daydreaming about puzzles, riddles, and mazes? Or would you just like to know more about how to bridge concepts to learning experiences? Awaken your inner poet, adventurer, and -- believe it or not --- scientist! Join us for our STEAM Activities workshop at this year's NYAC and turn mystery into reality. *Appropriate for all experience levels and ages.*